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IN BRIEF

Shooting for theSTARRs:AModifiedSTARR-seqAssay forRapid
Identification and Evaluation of Plant Regulatory Sequences in
Tobacco Leaves

[OPEN]

A single genomegives rise to different cell

types and organs in response to precise

temporal and spatial regulation of gene

expression, driven by developmental and

environmental cues. These expression

patterns are orchestrated by cis-regulatory

elements, distal enhancers, and gene-

proximal promoters. Active enhancer el-

ementscanbe identifiedbySelf-Transcribing

Active Regulatory Region sequencing

(STARR-seq), a massively parallel en-

hancer reporter assay initially developed

in Drosophila (Arnold et al., 2014) and

previously applied in rice (Oryza sativa)

and maize (Zea mays) protoplasts (Sun

et al., 2019; Ricci et al., 2019).

STARR-seq relies on the insertion of

candidate enhancer libraries in the 39 un-
translated region of a reporter gene con-

trolled by aminimal promoter. Regulatory

activity of the tested sequence translates

into self-transcription, quantified by RNA

sequencing. STARR-seq has discovered

thousands of putative enhancer elements

and confirmed known ones in rice and

maize genomes. A major limitation of the

method resides in its protoplast- and

transfection-dependency, hindering its

use in plant systems not amenable to

such techniques. Due to its inherent dis-

connection from the plant developmental

context, the protoplast STARR-seq system

might also be less amenable to identify-

ing development-specific and context-

responsive enhancers, both of which are

of particular interest for plant breeding

and genetic engineering.

In a new study, Jores et al. (2020)

bypass these limitations by establishing

an optimized STARR-seq assay in tobacco

(Nicotiana benthamiana). Transient expres-

sion of the STARR-seq libraries is achieved

byefficient Agrobacterium-mediated trans-

formation through syringe-infiltration of in-

tacttobaccoleaves.Tovalidatethespecificity

and sensitivity of the STARR-seq assay in

tobacco, the authors designed a reporter

construct containing a barcoded GFP re-

porter gene under the control of a cauli-

flowermosaic virus35Sminimalpromoter

and a 35S core enhancer (see figure).

Candidate enhancer elements can be

inserted at different positions within the

construct. Each candidate enhancer is

uniquely linked to a barcoded GFP re-

porter, providing a specific and quantita-

tive readout for the activity of the element

revealed by RNA sequencing.

The authors first tested the dynamic

range of the tobacco STARR-seq assay

by systematically analyzing the posi-

tional effect of the 35S enhancer on re-

porter gene transcription. As expected,

the35Senhancer isorientation insensitive

and exerts distance-dependent tran-

scriptional enhancement when located

either upstream or downstream of the

reporter gene. Addition of an extra 35S

enhancer copy appreciably increased the

transcriptional output, with a stronger ef-

fect for downstream and distal upstream

enhancers.Bycontrast, the35Senhancer

displayed minimal-to-null activity when

located in transcribed regions such as

the 39 untranslated region, in contrast to

previous reports in rice and maize pro-

toplasts. To address whether this finding

was specific to the tobacco system, the

A Stepwise Scheme of the Tobacco STARR-seq Assay.

The tobacco STARR-seq assay relies on reporter constructs driven by the 35S minimal promoter (green). Candidate enhancers (blue) are inserted at

different positions within the construct. Barcodes (shades of purple) are inserted into the GFP open reading frame and used as a quantitative readout of

the transcriptional enhancer activity after RNA-seq on Agrobacterium-transformed tobacco leaves. BlpR, Phosphinothricin resistance gene; pA site,

poly-adenylation site. (Adapted from Jores et al. [2020], Figure 1.)
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authors transformed maize protoplasts,

finding again that placement within the

transcribed region resulted in little signal.

To validate the sensitivity of the assay

in condition-specific contexts, the authors

selected three known light-sensitive plant

enhancers (AB80, Cab-1, and rbcS-E9) to

test their activity using tobacco STARR-

seq.Themethodaccuratelydetectedlight-

dependent changes in transcriptional

activity induced by either intact enhancer

sequences or a fragment library derived

from a plasmid containing the aforemen-

tioned enhancers. Using a fragment library

of shorter size (84 bp versus 191 bp on

average) allowed the identification of mul-

tiple potential functional submotifs within

the tested enhancers, revealing that the

tobaccoSTARR-seqassay can accurately

pinpoint functional cis-regulatory elements.

The authors further tested the suitability

of the assay for the functional dissection

of such subdomains through saturation

mutagenesis. To answer this question,

all possible mutations within the 35S pro-

moter and enhancer were generated, and

the effect of individual mutations on the

reporter gene transcription was scored in

both contexts. Mutations in the 35S pro-

moter showed a weak-to-no effect on

transcription, with the exception of the

TATA box. In contrast, saturation muta-

genesis of the 35S enhancer identified

multiple nucleotides critical for theactivity

of the cis-regulatory element, thus reveal-

ing functional submotifs within the en-

hancer. Most of the functional submotifs

overlappedwith transcription factor bind-

ing sites. Lastly, systematic combinations

of the functional subdomains forming syn-

thetic enhancers demonstrated modular

and nonadditive enhancer activity, sup-

porting the potential of the tobacco

STARR-seq assay for building synthetic

regulatory elements.

The high conservation of transcription

factors in the plant lineage paves the way

for the tobacco STARR-seq system to be

a powerful and versatile approach for in-

depth dissection of regulatory sequences

in many plant genomes. The continuous

development of suchmethodsopensnew

possibilities in the genetic engineering of

regulatory elements and ultimately in the

dissection of the gene regulatory net-

works orchestrating plant development.
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